PSI CASING SPACERS FOR PIPE BUNDLING

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS

QUICK AND EASY ASSEMBLY

COST SAVINGS COMPARED TO STEEL CONSTRUCTIONS
PSI Casing Spacers for pipe bundling
System PSI Ranger - non-metallic

PLUG-IN CONNECTION WITHOUT BOLTS

PSI Insulators with boltless plug-in connection are suitable for pipe bundles and individual solutions. The flexibility of the insulator allows for extreme bends, and the high number of skids provides the bearing and load distribution inside the casing pipe.

Advantages:

- Significant cost savings compared to constructions with steel insulators
- Quick and easy assembly
- Individual solutions

PSI will calculate individual solutions for your projects. Use our experience.

Give us a call. We will tell you …
- … which type of insulator,
- … how many elements and
- … which skid heights

You will need for your application.

Example

Circumference 1785 mm
Carrier pipe PE-HD 160
ND 800
Steel Pipe
323.9 x 8 mm
Circumference 1785 mm